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Abstract
We consider random n× n matrices of the form
(XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 Y Y ∗ (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 ,
where X and Y have independent entries with zero mean and variance one. These
matrices are the natural generalization of the Gaussian case, which are known as
MANOVA matrices and which have joint eigenvalue density given by the third classi-
cal ensemble, the Jacobi ensemble. We show that, away from the spectral edge, the
eigenvalue density converges to the limiting density of the Jacobi ensemble even on the
shortest possible scales of order 1/n (up to log n factors). This result is the analogue
of the local Wigner semicircle law and the local Marchenko-Pastur law for general
MANOVA matrices.
AMS Subject Classification: 15B52, 62H86
Keywords: MANOVA random matrix, Jacobi ensemble, Local density of eigenvalues.
1 Introduction
The three classical families of eigenvalue distributions of Gaussian random matrices are the
Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi ensembles. Hermite ensembles correspond to Wigner matrices,
X = X∗; Laguerre ensembles describe sample covariance matrices, XX∗. The random n×n
matrices yielding the Jacobi ensembles have the form
(XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 Y Y ∗ (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 , (1)
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whereX and Y are n×[bn] and n×[an] matrices with independent standard Gaussian entries.
Here a, b > 1 are fixed parameters of the model, n is a large number, eventually tending to
infinity, and [·] denotes the integer part. The matrix entries can be real, complex or self-dual
quaternions, corresponding to the three symmetry classes, commonly distinguished by the
parameter β = 1, 2, 4, respectively. The results in this paper are insensitive to the symmetry
class and for simplicity we will consider the complex case (β = 2).
Matrices of the form (1) are used in statistics for multivariate analysis of variance to
determine correlation coefficients (Section 3.3 of [13]). This analysis is called MANOVA,
though it has been largely limited to the special case when the entries of (1) are Gaussian.
In this paper we address the case when the entries of X and Y in (1) are independent
but have general distribution with zero mean and unit variance. In particular, the matrix
entries are not required to be identically distributed. We will call such a matrix with general
entries a general MANOVA matrix.
Similarly to the Wigner and sample covariance matrices, the joint eigenvalue density
of (1) is explicitly known only for the Gaussian case. When the entries are standard complex
Gaussians, it is given by
density(λ1, . . . , λn) = Ca,b,n
n∏
j=1
λ
(a−1)n
j (1− λj)(b−1)n
∏
1≤j<k≤n
|λj − λk|2, λj ∈ [0, 1], (2)
where Ca,b,n is a normalizing constant. The density has a similar form with different ex-
ponents when the matrix entries are real, or self-dual quaternions, see Section 3.6 of [11].
Equation (2) defines the Jacobi ensemble, where the name refers to the form of the polyno-
mial term in front of the Vandermonde determinant in (2).
The empirical density of the eigenvalues of (1) – equivalently, the one-point correlation
function of (2) – converges almost surely, as n→∞ , to the distribution with density given
by
fM(x) = (a + b)
√
(x− λ−)(λ+ − x)
2πx(1− x) · I[λ−,λ+](x) (3)
where
λ± =
(√
a
a+ b
(
1− 1
a+ b
)
±
√
1
a + b
(
1− a
a+ b
))2
. (4)
The density fM was determined by Wachter [20] and is discussed in Section 3.6 of [11]. Note
that λ± ∈ (0, 1), so that fM is supported on a compact subinterval of (0, 1). We will refer to
fM(x) as the limiting distribution of the eigenvalues of (1) or as the MANOVA distribution.
While the joint eigenvalue density (2) is valid only for the Gaussian case, the limiting
empirical density is expected to be correct for general distributions as well, similarly to
the universality of the Wigner semicircle law for Wigner matrices or the Marchenko-Pastur
(MP) law for sample covariance matrices. Thus, general MANOVA matrices, the Jacobi
ensemble and the distribution fM constitute a triplet analogous to general Wigner matrices,
the Hermite ensemble and the semicircle law or sample covariance matrices, the Laguerre
ensemble and the Marchenko-Pastur law.
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Universality results have been intensely pursued for the latter two types of matrices,
starting from the fundamental work of Wigner [21] and Marchenko-Pastur [12] who identi-
fied the corresponding distributions. These first results were on the macroscopic scale; the
empirical density on spectral scales containing O(n) eigenvalues were shown to converge in a
weak sense to the limiting law. Recently local versions of these fundamental laws have also
been established on the shortest possible scale, containing O(ϕ(n)) eigenvalues, where ϕ(n)
is a factor logarithmic in n. For Wigner matrices it was achieved first in the bulk [4, 5] then
optimally up to the edges [9]. For sample covariance matrices the optimal scale in the bulk
was reached in [7], followed by the optimal result up to the edge in [15]. Related results were
also obtained in [18, 19, 14].
In this paper we prove the local convergence of the density on the optimal scale for the
general MANOVA ensembles in the bulk spectrum. This establishes the analogue of the
results [5, 7] for these ensembles. We remark that the convergence even on the largest scale,
i.e. the analogue of [21, 12], has not been known before although it would essentially follow
from [17] if combined with the recent result in [15]. The main novelty of the current paper
is the effective stability analysis of the self-consistent equation for the Stieltjes transform of
the density (18).
Precise results on the local density have opened up the route to establish the full uni-
versality of local eigenvalue statistics for Wigner and sample covariance matrices, including
precise identification of the statistics of consecutive gaps. A new general method based on
the Dyson Brownian motion (DBM) was first introduced in [6]. It is applicable to all symme-
try classes [7], to very general distributions [9] and to sample covariance matrices [15]. The
local semicircle law (or the local MP law) is a basic input in all these works. Local density
results have also inspired an alternative route to universality [19, 18] that is applicable for
the complex case, β = 2.
In light of these developments for the Wigner and sample covariance matrices, the current
work is the first step towards establishing the full universality of eigenvalue statistics for the
general MANOVA ensemble.
2 Statement of the Main Result
Given two positive constants γ = (γ1, γ2), we say that a complex random variable Z is
γ-subexponential if it satisfies the following conditions:

E Z = 0
E |Z|2 = 1
P(|Z| ≥ tγ1) ≤ γ2e−t for all t > 0.
(5)
A set of random variables is uniformly γ-subexponential if each random variable is γ-
subexponential for a common γ. Assuming that the matrix elements of X and Y are in-
dependent, uniformly γ-subexponential random variables, we will prove that the empirical
distribution of the eigenvalues of (1) in the bulk converges on small scales to (3) as n→∞.
The main tool for this approach is the Stieltjes transform. The Stieltjes transform of a
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real random variable with distribution function F is a function C+ → C+ defined by
m(z) =
∫
1
t− z dF (t). (6)
If the random variable has a density, then we also refer to the Stieltjes transform of the
density. The Stieltjes transform of fM is
mM(z) =
(2− a− b)z + a− 1 +
√
(a+ b)2z2 − (a+ b)(2(a + 1)− a
a+b
)z + (a− 1)2
2z(1 − z) . (7)
This formula is derived in Appendix A.
For self-adjoint matrices, we misuse notation and refer to the function
mA(z) =
1
n
tr(A− zI)−1
as the Stieltjes transform of the self-adjoint, n×n matrix A. If λ1, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues
of A, then we equivalently have
mA(z) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
1
λk − z ,
which is the Stieltjes transform of the empirical measure.
Our main result shows that the eigenvalues of the general MANOVA matrix behave
close to what is indicated by mM(z) and fM in the bulk with high probability. To state the
result, we must formalize the term bulk. Following this definition we state the main theorem,
Theorem 2.2.
Definition 2.1 Let λ+ and λ− be as given in (4). Define
E (λ)κ,η :=
{
E + iη ∈ C+ : E ∈ (λ−, λ+) and (λ+ − E)(E − λ−) ≥ κ
}
and set E (λ)κ = E (λ)κ,0 .
Theorem 2.2 Fix two real parameters a, b > 1. Let X be an n × an random matrix and
let Y be an n × bn random matrix independent of X. We assume that both matrices have
independent entries satisfying (5) for a common γ = (γ1, γ2). Let mn,M(z) be the Stieltjes
transform of the general MANOVA matrix
(XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 Y Y ∗ (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 . (8)
i) Then for any κ, η > 0 with η > 1
nκ2
(logn)2C log logn, we have
P
(
sup
z∈E(λ)κ,η
|mn,M(z)−mM(z)| > (logn)
C log logn
√
ηnκ
)
< n−c log logn (9)
for all n ≥ n0 large enough and for constants C, c > 0. Here n0, C and c depend only on γ.
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ii) Let Nη(E) denote the number of eigenvalues of (8) contained in [E− η2 , E+ η2 ] and assume
η ≥ 1
nκ2
(logn)3C log logn. Then
P
(
sup
E∈E(λ)κ
∣∣∣∣Nη(E)nη − fM(E)
∣∣∣∣ > (logn)C log logn(ηnκ)1/4
)
≤ n−c log logn. (10)
We note that the entries of the matrices X and Y are not necessarily identically distributed.
Theorem 2.2 shows that the Stieltjes transform of the general MANOVA matrices is close
to mM(z) when the real part of z, E = ℜz, is away from the spectral edge and the imaginary
part η = ℑz is small. In particular, η may be as small as the shortest possible scale 1/n, up
to logarithmic corrections. The second part of Theorem 2.2 is an easy consequence of the
first one and it asserts that the local density on scale 1/n (modulo logarithmic corrections)
is given by the Manova density fM(E). While our analysis is valid down to the optimal scale
η & 1/n, the error bound of the form (nηκ)−1/2 is not optimal. The best estimate should
scale like (nη)−1 and should not blow up near the edge, similarly to the best estimate in the
Wigner case [9] and in the sample covariance case [15]. Work to obtain the optimal error
bounds is in preparation.
2.1 General Approach
The inside and outer matrices of the MANOVA matrix (1) are not independent, which is a
requirement for our approach. However, the eigenvalues of (1) are the same as those of
(Y Y ∗)
1
2 (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−1(Y Y ∗)
1
2 = (I + (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 )−1.
Thus, we begin our work with the matrix (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 , which we will call the
product matrix and for which we can use the approach developed in [3, 4, 7, 15] and re-
lated papers. After determining the behavior of the product matrix we will return to the
matrix (1). Our approach determines an implicit equation for the Stieltjes transform of the
limiting empirical eigenvalue distribution of the product matrix and shows that the solution
is stable. The implicit equation we obtain is analogous to the quadratic equations that the
Stieltjes transforms of the Wigner semicircle law and the MP law satisfy. Then it is shown
that with high probability the Stieltjes transform of the empirical distribution nearly satisfies
this implicit equation. From stability we conclude how close the empirical distribution is to
its limit.
After obtaining results for the matrices (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 , we return the matrices
of our original interest. Note that if µ is an eigenvalue of (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 , then
λ = (1 + µ)−1 is an eigenvalue of (1). The eigenvalues of (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 are non-
negative so that the map just given is regular. This allows us to show that if the eigenvalues
of (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 are distributed close to their limiting distribution, then the eigen-
values of (1) are also close to their limiting distribution.
2.2 Conventions
We make the following conventions, which will be used without referring to them. The
letters C and c will denote positive absolute constants that may change from appearance to
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appearance. We use the complex number z = E + iη for the spectral parameter, where η
will always be positive. The edges of the limiting spectrum λ− and λ+ are given in (4) and
we set
µ− =
1
λ+
− 1 and µ+ = 1
λ−
− 1, (11)
to be limiting spectral edges of the product matrix.
Rather than writing [an] and [bn] we will write an and bn, and it is implicit that we are
using the integer part. Most quantities in this paper depend on the parameters a and b, but
we usually omit this fact in the notation.
3 A Product Matrix
We begin by addressing the eigenvalues of the product matrix (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 .
Denote by fp the limiting empirical spectral distribution for matrices of the form
(Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 with Gaussian entries. This distribution, which will be derived be-
low, is explicitly given by
fp,a,b(x) = fp(x) =
Ca,b
2πx
√(
1
1 + x
− λ−
)(
λ+ − 1
1 + x
)
· I[λ−,λ+]
(
1
1 + x
)
, (12)
where I[u,v] is the characteristic function of the interval [u, v]. We denote this distribution’s
Stieltjes transform mp, and we will use the subscript p for functions associated with the
product matrix. The main theorem of this section, Theorem 3.2, relates the eigenvalues of
(Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 to the functions fp and mp. It is followed by a delocalization result,
Theorem 3.3. Our main result, Theorem 2.2, will also follow from Theorem 3.2.
The following definition formalizes the bulk for the product matrices; it is the analogous
region to E (λ)κ,η .
Definition 3.1 For λ± and µ± as defined in (4) and (11) and for κ > 0, define
E (µ)κ,η :=
{
E + iη ∈ C+ : E ∈ (µ−, µ+) and
(
λ+ − 1
E + 1
)(
1
E + 1
− λ−
)
≥ κ
}
and set E (µ)κ = Eκ,0.
The following is the main result on product matrices.
Theorem 3.2 Let X be an n× bn, b > 1, random matrix with independent entries satisfy-
ing (5) for a uniform γ. Let Y be an n× an, a > 1, random matrix independent of X with
independent entries also satisfying (5) for the same γ. Let mn,p(z) be the Stieltjes transform
of (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2. Fix κ > 0 to be a small positive constant.
i) Then for η > 1
nκ2
(logn)2C log logn
P
(
sup
z∈E(µ)κ,η
|mn,p(z)−mp(z)| > (logn)
C log logn
√
ηnκ
)
< n−c log logn (13)
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for all n large enough and for constants C, c > 0 depending only on γ.
ii) Let Nη(E) denote the number of eigenvalues of (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2 in [E− η2 , E+ η2 ],
and assume η ≥ 1
nκ2
(log n)3C log logn. Then
P
(
sup
E∈E(µ)κ
∣∣∣∣Nη(E)nη − fp(E)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ (log n)C log logn(ηnκ)1/4
)
≤ n−c log logn. (14)
Theorem 3.3 Set A := (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2 and assume that X, Y satisfy the same
conditions as in Theorem 3.2. Then
P
(
∃ v ∈ Cn, ‖v‖2 = 1, Av = µv, µ ∈ E (µ)κ , and ‖v‖∞ >
(log n)C log logn√
n
)
≤ n−c log logn.
To prove Theorem 3.2 we first determine the implicit equation for mp. We recall that
the corresponding implicit equation for both the Wigner semicircle law and the Marchenko-
Pastur law is a simple algebraic equation. In the case of the product matrix, it turns out
that mp satisfies an implicit integral equation with good stability properties. In Section 3.1
we show that the Stieltjes transform of the empirical density, mn,p, approximately satisfies
the implicit equation for mp and we identify the error term. The error will be controlled in
Section 3.4 after several preliminary lemmas in Section 3.2.
3.1 Stieltjes Transform of the Product Matrix
The first step of the proof is determining an implicit equation for the Stieltjes transform of
the product matrix. While determining this equation, we initially view (Y Y ∗)−1 as a fixed
matrix and, adjusting the scaling, set T := ( 1
n
Y Y ∗)−1.
Random covariance matrices of the form 1
an
Y Y ∗ have limiting distribution
fMP,a(x) = fMP (x) =
a
2π
√√√√[((1 + a− 12 )2 − x)(x− (1− a− 12 )2)]
+
x2
, (15)
which is called the Marchenko-Pastur distribution [12]. The local Marchenko-Pastur law was
obtained in [7], and the optimal result for the edge was obtained in [15]. The random matrix
T then has limiting distribution
fInv,a(x) = fInv(x) =
1
ax2
fMP
(
1
ax
)
=
1
2πx
√[(
(1 + a−
1
2 )2 − 1
ax
)(
1
ax
− (1− a− 12 )2
)]
+
. (16)
Note that fInv is supported on [a−, a+], where a± = (a(1∓ 1√a)2)−1.
Here we also address the distribution for fp. When the entries of X and Y are Gaussian,
the limiting eigenvalue distribution of (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2 can be obtained from the
MANOVA distribution fM using the transformation described in Section 2.1. It is
fp,a,b(x) = fp(x) =
Ca,b
(1 + x)2
√(
1
1+x
− λ−
) (
λ+ − 11+x
)
2π 1
1+x
(
1− 1
1+x
) · I[λ−,λ+]
(
1
1 + x
)
7
=
Ca,b
2πx
√(
1
1 + x
− λ−
)(
λ+ − 1
1 + x
)
· I[λ−,λ+]
(
1
1 + x
)
. (17)
We use mp(z) to denote the Stieltjes transform of fp. We remark that no explicit formula is
available for mp, unlike the case of the semicircle or the Marchenko-Pastur law but it satisfies
an integral equation. By Lemma 5.1 of [17] the function mp is the unique solution taking
values in C+ to the implicit equation
m(z) =
∫
1
λ(1− 1
a
− 1
a
zm(z)) − zfInv(λ)dλ. (18)
For the remainder of Section 3 we will shorten the notation mn,p to mn. Thus, mn(z)
denotes the Stieltjes transform of the product matrix (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 = 1
n
T
1
2XX∗T
1
2 .
The goal is to derive a self consistent equation for mn(z) that is close to (18). We will then
establish the stability of (18) and conclude that mn(z) is close to mp(z).
The derivation of the equation for mn(z) follows Silverstein and Bai in [17, 16]. Here we
set N = bn. Let X be an n×N matrix, and T an n× n positive definite matrix. Then mn
is the Stieltjes transform of 1
n
T
1
2XX∗T
1
2 and let mn be the Stieltjes transform of
1
n
X∗TX .
Since the nonzero spectrum of AA∗ and A∗A coincide for any matrix A, we easily get that
mn(z) = −
1
z
(
1− 1
a
)
+
1
a
mn(z). (19)
We let xj denote the j
th column of X . Set
rj :=
1√
N
T 1/2xj , Bn :=
1
N
T 1/2XX∗T 1/2 =
N∑
j=1
rjr
∗
j , B(j) :=
N∑
i=1,i 6=j
rjr
∗
j .
We let m(j)(z) be the Stieltjes transform of B(j) and set
m(j)(z) = −
1
z
(
1− 1
a
)
+
1
a
m(j)(z). (20)
We will use the following simple formula: if A is an n × n matrix, q ∈ Cn and both A and
A+ qq∗ are invertible, then
q∗(A+ qq∗)−1 =
1
1 + q∗A−1q
q∗A−1. (21)
Using the definition of Bn we obtain the identity
I + z(Bn − zI)−1 =
N∑
j=1
rjr
∗
j (Bn − zI)−1.
Using (21), for each j
r∗j (Bn − zI)−1 = r∗j (B(j) − zI + rjr∗j )−1 =
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1, (22)
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so that
I + z(Bn − zI)−1 =
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
rjr
∗
j (B(j) − zI)−1.
We take the trace on each side and divide by N
1
a
+ z
1
a
mn(z) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
tr[rjr
∗
j (B(j) − zI)−1]
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
= 1− 1
N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
,
so that
−1
z
(
1− 1
a
)
+
1
a
mn(z) = −1
z
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
.
Using (19) we have
mn(z) = −
1
z
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
. (23)
With the resolvent identity and identities (22) and (23),
(−zmn(z)T − zI)−1 − (Bn − zI)−1
= (−zmn(z)T − zI)−1

 N∑
j=1
rjr
∗
j − (−zmn(z)T )

 (Bn − zI)−1
= (−zmn(z)T − zI)−1
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
rjr
∗
j (B(j) − zI)−1
−(−zmn(z)T − zI)−1
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
T (Bn − zI)−1
=
1
z
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
(24)
×
[
(−mn(z)T − I)−1rjr∗j (B(j) − zI)−1 −
1
N
(−mn(z)T − I)−1T (Bn − zI)−1
]
.
Taking the trace of (24) and dividing by n we have
1
n
tr(−zmn(z)T − zI)−1)−mn(z) =
a
zN
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
dj(z), (25)
9
where
dj(z) = r
∗
j (B(j) − zI)−1(−mn(z)T − I)−1rj −
1
an
tr(Bn − zI)−1(−mn(z)T − I)−1T.
We break this into four terms
|dj(z)| ≤
∣∣r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1rj − r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1rj∣∣ (26)
+
∣∣r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1rj − 1antr(B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1T
∣∣ (27)
+
∣∣∣ 1
an
tr(B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1T −
1
an
tr(B(j) − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1T
∣∣∣(28)
+
∣∣∣ 1
an
tr(B(j) − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1T −
1
an
tr(Bn − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1T
∣∣∣. (29)
We will bound |dj(z)| in Section 3.4 using the Lemmas developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
3.2 Large deviation estimates for exceptional events
In this section we will define certain typical events, denoted by X , T1, T2 and B, that will be
needed to estimate |dj(z)|. Recall that xj denotes the jth column of X and let X(j) denote
the matrix obtained by removing the jth column of X . Define the event
X :=
{1
2
≤ ‖xj‖
2
2
n
≤ 2 and
(
1− 1√
b
)2
≤
∥∥∥∥ 1nX(j)X∗(j)
∥∥∥∥ < 4b for all 1 ≤ j ≤ bn}. (30)
For some small c > 0, let T1 denote the event
T1 :=
{
T =
(
1
n
Y Y ∗
)−1
is well-defined and (1− c)a− ≤ T ≤ (1 + c)a+
}
. (31)
Let {t1, . . . , tn} denote the eigenvalues of T . Let {τ1, . . . , τn} denote their classical locations
given through the limiting density fInv from (16), i.e. they are defined through the formula∫ τk
−∞
fInv(x)dx =
k
n
, k = 1, . . . , n. (32)
Let
T2 :=
{ 1
n
n∑
k=1
|tk − τk| ≤ 1
n
(log n)CT log logn
}
, (33)
denote the event that the actual eigenvalues are close to their classical location, where CT > 0
is a constant independent of n.
Let µ
(j)
1 , . . . , µ
(j)
n−1 denote the eigenvalues of B(j) for j = 1, . . . , N . For a fixed constant
K, let B be the event that
B :=
{
sup
z∈E(µ)
max
1≤j≤N
1
n
n−1∑
k=1
1
|µ(j)k − z|
≤ K(log n)2
}
∩
{
sup
z∈E(µ)
max
1≤j≤N
1
n
n−1∑
k=1
1
|µ(j)k − z|2
≤ K
η
}
,
(34)
where
E(µ) :=
{
z = E + iη ∈ C : E ∈ (µ−, µ+),
(
λ+ − 1
1 + E
)(
1
1 + E
− λ−
)
≥ κ, (log n)
C
n
≤ η ≤ 1
}
.
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Proposition 3.4 With the notations above, the following estimate holds
P(X ∩ T1 ∩ T2 ∩ B) ≥ 1− n−c log logn. (35)
We first prove several lemmas.
Lemma 3.5 Let {τ 1, . . . , τn} be the classical locations w.r.t. the Marchenko-Pastur law, i.e.∫ τk
−∞
fMP (x)dx =
k
n
, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. (36)
Assume that the points {t1, . . . , tn} satisfy
|tk − τ k| ≤ δ, min(t1, . . . , tn) ≥ α > 0 (37)
for some δ, α > 0. Set tk := (atn+1−k)−1. Then, recalling the definition of τk from (32), we
have
|τk − tk| ≤ δ
αa
(
1− a− 12
)2 , k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof The smallest point contained in the support of fMP is (1 − a− 12 )2, so given (36) we
have ∫ a−1(1−a− 12 )−2
(aτk)−1
1
ax2
fMP
(
1
ax
)
dx =
k
n
.
Considering the relation between fInv and fMP (see (16)), it follows that τk := (aτn+1−k)−1.
By the assumption (37) we have∣∣∣ 1
aτ k
− 1
atk
∣∣∣ ≤ δ
αa(1− a− 12 )2
for all k = 1, 2, . . . n.
The following lemma is a variation of Lemma 4.7 of [5].
Lemma 3.6 Let the entries of b ∈ Cn be uniformly γ-subexponential independent random
variables satisfying Ebi = 0 and E|bi|2 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let S be an n× n positive definite
matrix satisfying smin ≤ S ≤ smax for 0 < smin ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ smax <∞. Let {vi}mi=1 be a set
of orthonormal vectors in Cn and set ξi = |b∗Svi|2 for i = 1, . . . , n. If ǫ > 0 and m satisfy
1
2
(1− ǫ)s2min
√
m ≥ s2max(log n)C for a constant C depending only on γ, then
P
(
m∑
i=1
ξi ≤ ǫs2minm
)
≤ Cn− log logn.
Proof We set wi = Svi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7 in [5], we set
Z =
n∑
k,l=1
ak,l[bkbl − Ebkbl] for ak,l =
m∑
i=1
wi(k)wi(l).
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We note that
∑m
i=1 ξi = Z +
∑m
i=1 ‖wi‖2. Also,
∑n
k,l=1 |ak,l|2 = tr
[∑m
i=1(Svi)(v
∗
i S)
]2 ≤
s4maxm, where in the last step we used thatM =
∑m
i=1(Svi)(viS
∗) is a matrix of rank at most
m and M ≤ S2 ≤ s2max. Our assumptions on ǫ and m give 12(1− ǫ)s2minm ≥ (log n)Cs2max
√
m.
Therefore, using Lemma B.2 of [8],
P
( m∑
i=1
ξi ≤ ǫs2minm
)
≤ P
(
|Z| >
m∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 − ǫs2minm
)
≤ P
(
|Z| > (1− ǫ)s2minm
)
≤ P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=l
ak,l[bkbl − Ebkbl]
∣∣∣∣∣ > (log n)Cs2max√m
)
+P
(∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
ak,k[bkbk − Ebkbk]
∣∣∣∣∣ > (logn)Cs2max√m
)
≤ P


∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=l
ak,l[bkbl − Ebkbl]
∣∣∣∣∣ > (log n)C
(∑
k 6=l
|ak,l|2
) 1
2


+P


∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
ak,k[bkbk − Ebkbk]
∣∣∣∣∣ > (log n)C
(
n∑
k=1
|ak,k|2
) 1
2


≤ Cn− log logn.
Lemma 3.7 Assume E ∈ E (µ)κ , set Iη = [E − η2 , E + η2 ] and let Nη denote the number
of eigenvalues of (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2 in Iη. If
(logn)C
n
< η < E/2 then there exist
constants c,K > 0, depending only on γ such that
P
(
Nη ≥ Knη√
E
)
≤ n−c log logn
for all large n.
Proof First, we use that (Y Y ∗)−1/2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−1/2 and X∗(Y Y ∗)−1X = 1
n
X∗TX have
the same nonzero eigenvalues to justify working with the latter matrix. Now, following the
proof of Lemma 8.1 in [7], we need to bound the absolute value of the diagonal entries of
( 1
n
X∗TX − zI)−1. We consider the (1, 1) entry and let x1 denote the first column of X and
X(1) the matrix obtained by removing this column from X . We use the following identity
for an arbitrary matrix A, which can be seen by using a singular value decomposition,
A(A∗A− zI)−1A∗ = I + z(AA∗ − zI)−1.
We will use this identity for the matrix A = 1√
n
T 1
2
X(1). By the matrix inversion formula,(
1
n
X∗TX − zI
)−1
(1, 1) =
1
1
n
x∗1Tx1 − z − 1n2x∗1TX(1)( 1nX∗(1)TX(1) − zI)−1X∗(1)Tx1
12
=
1
1
n
x∗1Tx1 − z − 1nx∗1T
1
2 (I + z( 1
n
T
1
2X(1)X
∗
(1)T
1
2 − zI)−1)T 12x1
=
1
−z − 1
n
zx∗1T
1
2 ( 1
n
T
1
2X(1)X
∗
(1)T
1
2 − zI)−1T 12x1
.
Let µ1, . . . , µn−1 and u1, . . . , un−1 denote the eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of
1
n
T
1
2X(1)X
∗
(1)T
1
2 . Then setting ξk = |u∗kT
1
2x1|2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, we have∣∣∣∣∣
(
1
n
X∗T−1X − zI
)−1
(1, 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1|z(1 + 1
n
∑n−1
k=1
ξk
µk−z )|
≤ n|z|ℑ∑n−1k=1 ξkµk−z
≤ n
E ℑ∑k:|µk−E|≤ η2 ξkµk−z
≤ Cnη
E
∑
k:|µk−E|≤ η2 ξk
.
Continuing to follow [7], we have
P
(
Nη ≥ Knη√
E
)
≤ nP

 ∑
k:µk∈Iη
ξk ≤ Cnη
K
√
E
& Nη ≥ Knη√
E

 . (38)
By Theorem 3.1 in [15], inequality (31) occurs with probability at least 1 − Cn− log logn, i.e.
1
2
a− ≤ T ≤ 2a+. By setting ǫ = 12 in Lemma 3.6 and choosing K large enough, we satisfy
1
2
(
1
2
a−
)2√Nη ≥ 1
2
(
1
2
a−
)2√
Knη√
E
≥ 1
2
(
1
2
a−
)2√
K√
E
(logn)C ≥ 2a2+(log n)C .
We now apply Lemma 3.6 to obtain the claim.
Lemma 3.8 Let µ
(j)
k , k = 1, . . . , n − 1 denote the eigenvalues of B(j) for an arbitrary j =
1, 2, . . .N , and assume that η > n−1(log n)C and that E satisfies (E − λ−)(λ+ − E) ≥ κ.
Then, when T1 holds, there exists a positive constant K such that with probability at least
1− n−c log logn
sup
z∈E(µ)
max
1≤j≤N
{
1
n
∑
k
1
|µ(j)k − z|
}
≤ K(log n)2 (39)
and
sup
z∈E(µ)
max
1≤j≤N
{
1
n
∑
k
1
|µ(j)k − z|2
}
≤ K
η
. (40)
Proof For a fixed z ∈ E (µ) and index j, given the bound on P
(
Nη ≥ Knη√E
)
from Lemma 3.7,
the claim follows from the same calculation as is done in the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [5].
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This proves the estimate for each fixed z. To obtain the result simultaneously for all z ∈ E (µ),
we notice that the derivatives of the functions to be bounded in (39) and (40) are bounded
by Cnη−4 on E (µ). Thus, we may discritize E (µ) to Cn2η−8 points and take the union bound
with respect to the discrete grid and the indices 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
Proof of Proposition 3.4 We will prove the following four inequalities.
P(X ) ≥ 1− n−c log logn (41)
P(T1) ≥ 1− n−c log logn (42)
P(T2|T1) ≥ 1− n−c log logn (43)
P(B|T1) ≥ 1− n−c log logn. (44)
Let x denote an arbitrary column of X . We assume that n is large enough so that
(log n)C < n
1
2 and apply Lemma B.2 of [8] to the identity matrix. Then (41) follows by
summing the N = bn probabilities. Inequality (42) follows from the much stronger statement
in Theorem 3.1 of [15].
Recall the definition of τ 1, . . . , τn from (36) and let t1, . . . , tn denote the eigenvalues of
1
an
XX∗. Then Theorem 3.3 of [15] gives
|τ k − tk| ≤ (log n)CT log lognn−2/3(min(n + 1− k, k))−1/3 for all k = 1, 2, . . . n,
with probability at least 1− C exp (−(log n)c log logn). Lemma 3.5 then implies that
|τk − tk| ≤ (log n)CT log lognn−2/3(min(n+ 1− k, k))−1/3 for all k
with the same probability. Thus, assuming T1 holds to address t1 and tn, we have shown (43).
Lastly, Lemma 3.8 yields (44). Together these give the bound
P(X ∩ T1 ∩ T2 ∩ B) ≥ 1− n−c log logn.
3.3 Integral Equation
In this section we show that the integral equation (18) that mp(z) satisfies is stable. This
means that if mδ satisfies
mδ(z) =
∫
1
λ(1− 1
a
− 1
a
zmδ(z))− z fInv(λ)dλ+ δ(z), (45)
for some small δ(z), then mδ is close to mp.
Lemma 3.9 Assume mδ(z) ∈ C+ is analytic on the upper half plane and is a solution to
the perturbed equation (45). Let 0 < η′ < 1, κ > 0 and assume T1 holds. Let E be chosen so
that
(
λ+ − 1E+1
) (
1
E+1
− λ−
) ≥ κ. There exists a small universal constant c1 > 0 such that
if
|mδ(E + iη)−mp(E + iη)| ≤ c1
√
κ + η (46)
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for all η ∈ [η′, 1] and
sup
η∈[η′,1]
|δ(E + iη)| < δ1 (47)
for some δ1 ≤ c1√κ, then
|mδ(E + iη)−mp(E + iη)| ≤ C2
δ1√
κ + η
(48)
and
|mδ(E + iη)−mp(E + iη)| ≤ C2 δ1√
κ+ η
, (49)
for all η ∈ [η′, 1], where C2 depends only on c1.
We define
mp(z) = −
1
z
(
1− 1
a
)
+
1
a
mp(z) and mδ(z) = −
1
z
(
1− 1
a
)
+
1
a
mδ(z). (50)
Notice that for δ = 0, mδ and mδ are the same as mp and mp. Simple algebra shows that
from (45) we have the following equation for mδ:
mδ(z)
(
z − 1
a
∫
λ
1 + λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ
)
= −1 + zδ
a
. (51)
We will work mostly with mδ instead of mδ. We introduce the notation
K0 =
1
a
∫
A2(λ)fInv(λ)dλ and A(λ) =
λmp(z)
1 + λmp(z)
.
Note that both K0 and A depend on z, which we omit writing here but will include in the
proof of Lemma 3.9. The following lemma bounds K0 away from 1, which will be used in
the proof of Lemma 3.9. We set
G :=
{
z = E + iη ∈ C : E ∈ (µ−, µ+),
(
λ+ − 1
E + 1
)(
1
E + 1
− λ−
)
≥ κ, 0 < η ≤ 1
}
.
Lemma 3.10 There exist two positive constants C and c such that the following statements
hold uniformly for all z = E + iη ∈ G.
1.
c ≤ |mp(z)| ≤ C, and c ≤ |mp(z)| ≤ C, (52)
and mp(z), mp(z) extend continuously to the interval [µ−, µ+] ⊂ R.
2.
ℑmp(z) ≥
1
a
ℑmp(z) ≥ c
√
κ+ η. (53)
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3. Let m(z) be a function C+ → C+. Suppose for some G ⊂ G
sup
z∈G
|mp(z)−m(z)| < c. (54)
When T1 holds with a sufficiently small c in its definition (31), then
sup
z∈G
‖(m(z)T + I)−1‖ < C. (55)
4.
|1−K0(z)| > c
√
κ + η. (56)
Proof 1.) From (51) with δ = 0 we have the following equation for mp(z)
− 1
mp(z)
= z − 1
a
∫
λ
1 + λmp(z)
fInv(λ)dλ. (57)
If {zk}∞k=1 is sequence in {E + iη : E ∈ (µ−, µ+), 0 < η ≤ 1} such that either
limk→∞ |mp(zk)| = 0 or limk→∞ |mp(zk)| = ∞, then since 0 < µ− ≤ |zk| ≤ µ+ + 1 for
all k, (57) would be violated. Thus, no such sequence exists, which proves (52). The con-
tinuous extension follows from mp being analytic on C
+. The statements for mp follow from
(50) and the fact that E = ℜz is separated away from zero.
2.) We define the interval J := [a− + c(κ + η), a+ − c(κ + η)]; by setting the constant
c sufficiently small and using η ≤ 1 we can ensure that |J | ≥ 1
2
(a+ − a−). Since fp has a
square root singularity near the edge of its support, we have fp(λ) ≥ c√κ + η for all λ ∈ J .
Thus
ℑmp(z) =
∫
η
(E − λ)2 + η2fp(λ)dλ
≥ c√κ + η
∫
J
η
(E − λ)2 + η2dλ
≥ c√κ + η, (58)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the length of J and the distance from E
to J are both O(1) and η ≤ 1. We then also have ℑmp(z) ≥ 1aℑmp(z) ≥ c1
√
κ+ η maybe
with a smaller constant c1.
3.) We take the imaginary part of (57) to obtain
ℑmp
|mp|2
= η +
1
a
∫
λ2ℑmp
|1 + λmp|2
fInv(λ)dλ, (59)
so that
1 =
η|mp|2
ℑmp
+
1
a
∫
|A(λ)|2fInv(λ)dλ (60)
and
1
a
∫
|A(λ)|2fInv(λ)dλ ≤ 1. (61)
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From (61), the uniform bound on |mp(z)| and the lower bound on the support of fInv we
have ∫
1
|1 + λmp(z)|2
fInv(λ)dλ < C
′ (62)
with some constant C ′ uniformly for all z ∈ G. Suppose that
w(z) := inf
λ∈[a−,a+]
|1 + λmp(z)|
is attained at λ = λ0(z) for any z ∈ G. Note that w(z) ≥ a−ℑmp(z) ≥ c
√
κ + η with some
positive constant c, where we used (53). Since the derivative of λ 7→ |1+λmp(z)| is uniformly
bounded by (52), there exists a subinterval J = J(z) ⊂ [a−, a+] of length at least cw(z) such
that |1 + λm(z)| ≤ 2w(z) for all λ ∈ J . Since fInv(λ) has a square-root singularity at its
edges and is bounded away from zero between the edges, we have
C ′ ≥
∫
1
|1 + λmp(z)|2
fInv(λ)dλ ≥ 1
4w(z)2
∫
J
fInv(λ)dλ ≥ c√
w(z)
. (63)
Therefore we have a uniform lower bound
|1 + λmp(z)| > c′, (64)
for c′ depending only on the constant C ′ in (62), for all λ ∈ (a−, a+) and for all z ∈ G. Using
continuity in both λ and mp(z) and using that (54) holds with a sufficiently small c, we have
|1 + tm(z)| > c for all t ∈ [(1 − c)a−, (1 + c)a+] and z ∈ G if c is chosen sufficiently small.
By applying the spectral theorem for T and (31) with a small c, we obtain (55).
4.) The variable z plays no role in the remainder of the proof and so we omit it from the
notation. By the assumption on E, we have ℑmp ≥ c
√
κ+ η. The property |mp(z)| < C
and λ ≤ a+ give
ℑA(λ)
|A(λ)| =
ℑmp
|1 + λmp||mp|
≥ cℑmp(z) ≥ c
√
κ+ η. (65)
We set
B :=
1
a
∫
|A(λ)|2fInv(λ)dλ,
so that by (61) we have |K0| ≤ B < 1. We claim that
|B −K0| ≥ cB
√
κ+ η (66)
for a positive constant c.
By the lower bound on |mp(z)| in (52) and on |1+λmp(z)| in (64), there exists a constant
C such that
ℑA(λ)
|A(λ)| =
ℑmp(z)
|1 + λmp(z)||mp(z)|
≤ Cℑmp(z) (67)
for all z ∈ G and λ ∈ (a−, a+). Let ǫ > 0 be a sufficiently small constant so that 1−2Cǫ ≥ 12
with the constant C from (67). If ℑmp(z) > ǫ, then, using (65),
|B −K0| = 1
a
∣∣∣∣
∫ (|A(λ)|2 − A2(λ)) fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣
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=
1
a
∣∣∣∣
∫
2(ℑA(λ))2fInv(λ)dλ− 2i
∫
(ℜA(λ))(ℑA(λ))fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣
≥ 2
a
∫
(ℑA(λ))2 fInv(λ)dλ
≥ cǫℑmp(z)
∫
|A(λ)|2fInv(λ)dλ
≥ cǫB√κ+ η.
If ℑmp(z) ≤ ǫ, then we set A(λ) = eiφ(λ)|A(λ)|. We note that φ ∈ (0, π) since ℑA(λ) > 0,
and that φ is well-defined since |A| 6= 0. By (67) we have sin φ ≤ Cǫ, and by continuity,
either 0 ≤ φ ≤ Cǫ or π − Cǫ ≤ φ ≤ π. In both cases we have cosφ ≥ 1
2
if ǫ is small. So we
have
|B −K0| = 1
a
∣∣∣∣
∫ (|A(λ)|2 − A2(λ)) fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣
=
2
a
∣∣∣∣
∫
|A(λ)|2eiφ sin φfInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣
≥ 2
a
∣∣∣∣
∫
|A(λ)|2 cosφ sinφfInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣− 2a
∫
|A(λ)|2 sin2 φfInv(λ)dλ
≥ 1
a
∫
|A(λ)|2(sin φ− 2 sin2 φ)fInv(λ)dλ
≥ 1
2a
∫
|A(λ)|2 sinφfInv(λ)dλ
≥ cℑmp(z)
∫
|A(λ)|2fInv(λ)dλ,
where for the last inequality we use sinφ ∼ ℑA/|A| and (67). Since ǫ depends only on C
from (67), we use (53) to obtain
|B −K0| ≥ cB
√
κ + η.
We trivially have |1−K0| ≥ |B −K0| for any positive number B with B ≤ 1 and complex
number K0 with |K0| ≤ B. Therefore (56) follows from (66) and from a bound B ≥ c > 0.
The bound B ≥ c > 0, follows from the fact that |A(λ)| ≥ c > 0 on the support of fInv and
that fInv is a probability measure whose support is separated from zero.
Proof of Lemma 3.9 Throughout the proof, δ is a function of z, but we will omit writing
this dependence. We also fix E = ℜz and we vary only η = ℑz. Note that from definition (50)
we have
mp(z)−mδ(z) = a(mp(z)−mδ(z)), (68)
so that (49) follows from (48).
To prove (48) we observe that
mp(z)−mδ(z) = (mp(z)−mδ(z))K(z) −
z
a
(
z − 1
a
∫
λ
1 + λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ
)−1
δ, (69)
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where
K(z) :=
1
a
∫
λ
1+λmδ(z)
λ
1+λmp(z)
fInv(λ)dλ(
z − 1
a
∫
λ
1+λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ
)(
z − 1
a
∫
λ
1+λmp(z)
fInv(λ)dλ
) (70)
is obtained by taking the difference of the expressions for mp(z) and mδ(z) given in (51)
and (57). Since |mδ(z)| ≤ C and, for δ small enough, |zδ| ≤ a2 , using (51) we have∣∣∣∣∣
(
z − 1
a
∫
λ
1 + λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ
)−1∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C,
and therefore (69) yields
|mp(z)−mδ(z)| =
C|δ|
|1−K(z)| . (71)
From (51) and (70) we have
K(z) =
1
a
∫
λmp(z)
1 + λmp(z)
λmδ(z)
1 + λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ− zδ
zδ − a
∫
λmp(z)
1 + λmp(z)
λmδ(z)
1 + λmδ(z)
fInv(λ)dλ.
(72)
Since |zδ| ≤ a
2
, |δ| ≤ δ1, the absolute value of the second term in (72) is bounded by Cδ1.
Here we used (64) and that a similar positive lower bound holds for |1 + λmδ(z)| as well,
assuming that c1 in (46) is sufficiently small. Thus,
|K(z)−K0(z)| ≤
∣∣∣∣1a
∫
λmp(z)
1 + λmp(z)
(
λmδ(z)
1 + λmδ(z)
− λmp(z)
1 + λmp(z)
)
fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣+ Cδ1
≤ 1
a
∫ ∣∣∣∣ λmp(z)1 + λmp(z)
λ(mδ(z)−mp(z))
(1 + λmp(z))(1 + λmδ(z))
∣∣∣∣ fInv(λ)dλ+ Cδ1
≤ C|mδ(z)−mp(z)|+ Cδ1.
By (46) and δ1 ≤ c1
√
κ we now have
|K(z)−K0(z)| ≤ Cc1
√
κ+ η (73)
for all η ∈ [η′, 1].
Choosing c1 so small so that Cc1 ≤ 12c where c is the constant obtained in the estimate
(56) in Lemma 3.10, we have
1
|1−K(z)| ≤
C√
κ + η
. (74)
Using (71) we have
|mp(z)−mδ(z)| ≤
Cδ1√
κ+ η
(75)
for all η ∈ [η′, 1] and with a sufficiently large constant C.
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Lemma 3.11 Let µ be a probability measure supported on some interval [u, v] ⊂ R and let
{τk}nk=1 be real numbers such that ∫ τk
u
dµ(τ) =
k
n
for k = 1, . . . , n and assume m ∈ C+. Then∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 +mτk
−
∫
1
1 +mτ
dµ(τ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n |v − u| · |m|inft∈[u,v] |1 +mt|2 .
If {tk}nk=1 is another set of points in R, then∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 +mtk
− 1
n
n∑
k=1
1
1 +mτk
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n |m|inft∈[u,v] |1 +mt|2
n∑
k=1
|tk − τk|.
Proof For an arbitrary differentiable f we have∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
k=1
f(τk)−
∫
f(τ)dµ(τ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |b− a|n supt∈[u,v] |f ′(t)|.
Here we have
sup
t∈[u,v]
∣∣∣∣ ddt 11 +mt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |m|inft∈[u,v] |1 + tm|2 . (76)
This proves the first claim. The second claim is proven similarly.
3.4 A bound on |dj|
For any z ∈ G we set
M(z) := max
(
‖(mn(z)T + I)−1‖, max
1≤j≤N
‖(m(j)(z)T + I)−1‖
)
. (77)
Lemma 3.12 Suppose that for some z ∈ G we have M(z) ≤ C0 with some constant C0.
Then there exists a constant C such that
P
(
|dj(z)| > M(log n)
C
√
nη
∣∣B, T1, T2,X) ≤ Cn− log logn
for j = 1, ..., N whenever nη ≥M2.
We start with a short lemma.
Lemma 3.13 For mn and m(j) as defined in (20) and z = E + iη,
|mn(z)−m(j)(z)| ≤ π
ηn
for all n ∈ N and all E ∈ R.
20
Proof Using F n and F (j) to denote the corresponding distribution functions, by Theo-
rem A.44 of [1],
sup
t∈R
|F n(t)− F (j)(t)| ≤ 1
n
.
Then
|mn(z)−m(j)(z)| ≤ 1
n
∫
dx
|x− z|2 =
π
ηn
.
Proof of Lemma 3.12 We need to bound the terms (26)-(29) and will use Lemmas 3.8
and 3.10 repeatedly. For (26) we use Lemma 3.13 and obtain
1
n
|Etr(B(j) − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1(mn(z)−m(j)(z))T (mn(z)T + I)−1| ≤
CM2
nη
log2 n.
Similarly,
1
n
‖(B(j) − zI)−1(mn(z)T + I)−1(mn(z)−m(j)(z))T (mn(z)T + I)−1‖HS
≤ CM
2
nη
1
n
(tr|B(j) − zI|−2) 12
≤ CM
2
(nη)3/2
,
where the last inequality follows from (40). Using Lemma B.2 of [8],
P
(
|(26)| ≥ M(log n)
C
√
nη
)
≤ n− log logn.
For (27) we need to bound the absolute value of
b
N
N∑
k,l=1
[
T
1
2 (B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1T
1
2
]
k,l
(bkbl − Ebkbl), (78)
where bk denotes the k
th entry of the vector xj . On the set B, the second inequality in (34)
gives the following bound on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
1
n
‖T 1/2(B(j) − zI)−1(m(j)(z)T + I)−1T 1/2‖HS ≤
C
n
‖(m(j)(z)T + I)−1‖‖(B(j) − zI)−1‖HS
≤ CM
n
‖(B(j) − zI)−1‖HS
≤ CM√
nη
.
Thus, by Lemma B.2 of [8],
P
(
|(27)| > M (logn)
C
√
nη
)
≤ Cn− log logn. (79)
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For (28), using Lemma 3.13, (39) and the resolvent identity, we have
|(28)| ≤ C
n
‖(mn(z)T + I)−1 − (m(j)(z)T + I)−1‖ tr|(B(j) − zI)−1|
≤ CM
2
n
1
nη
tr|(B(j) − zI)−1|
≤ CM
2 log2 n
nη
.
For (29), using the resolvent identity we see that(
(B(j)−zI)−1−(Bn−zI)−1
)
(mn(z)T+I)
−1T = (B(j)−zI)−1rjr∗j (Bn−zI)−1(mn(z)T+I)−1T
(80)
has rank one, so that a bound on the norm of (80) gives a bound on its trace. We then
return to the expression on the left of (80) and use ‖(B(j) − zI)−1‖, ‖(Bn − zI)−1‖ ≤ η−1 to
obtain
|(29)| ≤ 1
n
‖((B(j) − zI)−1 − (Bn − zI)−1)(mn(z)T + I)−1T‖ ≤
CM
nη
.
Combining these four bounds just obtained gives the statement of the lemma.
3.5 Proof of Theorem 3.2
We isolate three parts of the proof of Theorem 3.2 in the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.14 Let z = E + iη with E ∈ (µ−, µ+) and η > n−1κ−2(log n)4CT log logn, and
assume that T1 and X hold. Then with probability at least 1− n−c log logn,
min
1≤j≤N
|1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj | ≥
1
4µ+|mn(z)| . (81)
The proof of Lemma 3.14 is given following the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.15 Assume E ∈ (µ−, µ+) and
(
λ+ − 1E+1
) (
1
E+1
− λ−
) ≥ κ and that T1 and X
hold. Then for any sufficiently small constant c1 > 0 there exists c > 0 depending only on
c1 such that with probability at least 1− n−c log logn
|mp(E + i)−mn(E + i)| ≤ (logn)
2CT log logn
√
n
. (82)
In particular, for any sufficiently small constant c1 > 0
|mp(E + i)−mn(E + i)| ≤ c1
√
κ+ 1. (83)
Moreover, we also have
min
1≤j≤N
|1 + r∗j (B(j) − (E + i))−1rj | ≥ c1 (84)
holds for all n large enough.
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Proof Let {µk}n−1k=1 and {vk}n−1k=1 denote the eigenvalues and corresponding normalized eigen-
vectors of B(j). In the following we use that the eigenvalues of B(j) and Bn interlace (see
page 82 of [2]). Given that we are on the set T1 ∩ X (see (30) and (31)), we have
ℑr∗j (B(j) − (E + i)I)−1rj ≥
n−1∑
k=1
|v∗krj|2
(8ba+ + µ+)2 + 1
≥ c
n−1∑
k=1
|v∗krj |2
= c‖rj‖2 = c‖Tx‖2 ≥ c‖x‖2 ≥ c. (85)
A similar calculation together with (50) implies ℑmn(E + i),ℑm(j)(E + i) ≥ c, hence,
recalling the definition (77),
M =M(E + i) = max
(
‖(mn(E + i)T + I)−1‖, max
1≤j≤N
‖(m(j)(z)T + I)−1‖
)
≤ C. (86)
Recalling the constant CT from (33), we set
sη :=
(log n)
3
2
CT log logn
√
nη
. (87)
Using M as just estimated, for n large enough the extra factors of log n in s1 will exceed the
constant necessary to satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.12. Thus, by Lemma 3.12 and (35),
|dj(E + i)| < s1, j = 1, . . . , N,
with probability at least 1 − Cn− log logn. Returning to (25) and using the lower bound on
the denominators given by (85),∣∣∣∣∣ a(E + i)N
N∑
j=1
1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − (E + i)I)−1rj
dj(E + i)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cs1. (88)
Using equation (19) and recalling that {t1, . . . , tn} are the eigenvalues of T ,∣∣∣∣mn(E + i)−
∫
1
λ(1− 1
a
− 1
a
(E + i)mn(E + i))− (E + i)fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣ (89)
=
∣∣∣∣mn(E + i)− 1E + i
∫
1
1 + λmn(E + i)
fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣mn(E + i)− 1E + i 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 + tkmn(E + i)
∣∣∣∣∣ (90)
+
∣∣∣∣∣ 1E + i 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 + tkmn(E + i)
− 1
E + i
∫
1
1 + λmn(E + i)
fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣∣ . (91)
For (90) we use (25) and (88) to obtain∣∣∣∣∣mn(E + i)− 1E + i 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 + tkmn(E + i)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cs1.
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For (91) we use (33), both parts of Lemma 3.11, and the bounds (52), (86) to obtain∣∣∣∣∣ 1E + i 1n
n∑
k=1
1
1 + tkmn(E + i)
− 1
E + i
∫
1
1 + λmn(E + i)
fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C
n
+
(log n)CT log logn
n
≤ (log n)
CT log logn
n
.
Since s1 > n
−1(logn)CT log logn and s1 ≤ c1
√
κ if n is sufficiently large, we have
(89) ≤ Cs1, (92)
so that by inequality (48) of Lemma 3.9 we have
|mp(E + i)−mn(E + i)| ≤ Cs1 ≤ (log n)
2CT log logn
√
n
. (93)
This yields (82) and for n large enough we also get (83). From (93), (52) and (81) we have
the bound
min
1≤j≤N
|1 + r∗j (B(j) − (E + i)I)−1rj| ≥
1
4Cµ+
with probability at least 1− n−c log logn. Choosing c1 small enough, this yields (84).
Lemma 3.16 Assume E ∈ (µ−, µ+) and
(
λ+ − 1E+1
) (
1
E+1
− λ−
) ≥ κ and choose an η′ ∈
[n−1κ−2(log n)4CT log logn, 1], where CT is the constant appearing in (33). Set η′′ := η′ − n−2.
Assume that T1 and X hold and that with a sufficiently small constant c1
|mp(E + iη)−mn(E + iη)| ≤ c1
√
κ+ η (94)
holds for all η ∈ [η′, 1] with some probability at least 1 − P (n). Then with a probability at
least 1− P (n)− n−c log logn, we have
|mp(E + iη)−mn(E + iη)| ≤ (logn)
2CT log logn
√
nηκ
(95)
for all η ∈ [η′′, 1]. In particular, provided η′′ ≥ n−1κ−2(log n)4CT log logn, the bound (94) holds
for all η ∈ [η′′, 1], with a probability at least 1− P (n)− n−c log logn.
Proof By a trivial continuity argument, first we prove that
|mp(E + iη)−mn(E + iη)| ≤ 2c1
√
κ + η (96)
holds for all η ∈ [η′′, 1] with probability at least 1− P (n). Indeed, the functions mp(E + iη)
and mn(E+ iη) are Lipschitz continuous for fixed E and η ∈ [η′′, 1] with derivatives bounded
by (1/η′′)2. In particular, the derivative of mn with respect to η is uniformly bounded on
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[n−1κ−2(log n)4CT log logn, 1] by Cn2κ4(log n)−8CT log logn. By this continuity and the proximity
of mn(E + iη
′) and mp(E + iη′) given by (94), the inequality (96) holds for all η ∈ [η′′, 1].
Now we show that the stronger estimate (94) can be regained from the weaker esti-
mate (96) for all η ∈ [η′′, 1]. Assuming that c1 is sufficiently small, Lemma 3.13, the first
inequality of (96) and inequality (55) of Lemma 3.10 along with the spectral theorem give
the bound M(E + iη) < C for all η ∈ [η′′, 1]. Recalling the definition of sη from (87), we use
the bound on M and Lemma 3.12 for large enough n to obtain
max
1≤j≤N
|dj(E + iη)| < sη
with probability at least 1− P (n)− n−c log logn for all η ∈ [η′′, 1].
Using (52) and (96), we get that |mn(E + iη)| ≥ 12c for all η ∈ [η′′, 1] if c1 is sufficiently
small, where c is the constant from Lemma 3.10. Then from Lemma 3.14, we see that, with
probability at least 1− P (n)− n−c log logn,
min
1≤j≤N
|1 + r∗j (B(j) − (E + iη))−1rj | ≥ c′ (97)
with some positive constant c′. Using (97) to bound the denominators and an argument just
like the one used for the point E + i in Lemma 3.15,∣∣∣∣mn(E + iη)−
∫
1
λ(1− 1
a
− 1
a
(E + iη)mn(E + iη))− (E + iη)fInv(λ)dλ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Csη (98)
for all η ∈ [η′′, 1]. By Lemma 3.9 we obtain
|mp(E + iη)−mn(E + iη)| ≤ Csη√
κ+ η
≤ (logn)
2CT log logn
√
nηκ
(99)
for all η ∈ [η′′, 1] with probability at least 1− P (n)− n−c log logn. Since
η ≥ η′′ > n−1κ−2(log n)4CT log logn,
we have
sη < (κ+ η)(logn)
−2CT log logn,
which yields (94) with a very high probability for all η ∈ [η′′, 1] and for sufficiently large n.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 The proof of i) follows directly from the previous two lemmas. Set
ηp = 1− pn−2, p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., then (13) is proved in Lemma 3.15 for η = 1 with probability
at least 1− n−c log logn. Lemma 3.16 then implies that
|mp(E + iη)−mn(E + iη)| ≤ (logn)
2CT log logn
√
nηκ
(100)
holds for all η ∈ [η1, η0 = 1] with the possible exception of a set of probability 2n−c log logn.
Iterating Lemma 3.16, we get that (100) holds for all η ∈ [ηp, 1] with probability at least
1 − (p + 1)n−c log logn as long as ηp ≥ n−1κ−2(logn)4CT log logn. This proves the first part of
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Theorem 3.2 for a fixed energy E. To take care of all energies simultaneously, we use that
the derivative of mn is uniformly bounded by Cη
−2. Thus we can discretize the energy range
to Cn2 points and take the union bound to obtain i) of Theorem 3.2.
Now we prove ii). Set
ρη(E) =
1
π
ℑmn(E + iη) = 1
πn
n∑
k=1
η
(µk − E)2 + η2 .
Given Lemma 3.7, the argument for Corollary 2.2 in [4] gives
P
(
sup
E∈E(µ)κ
ρη(E) > K
)
≤ 1− Cnn− log logn
where K is the constant in Lemma 3.7. Using this inequality, ii) follows from the argument
given to prove the analogous claim in Corollary 4.2 of [4].
Proof of Lemma 3.14 From (23) we have
mn(z) =
−1
1 + 1
n
trT (Bn − zI)−1
1
z
(1− A−B) (101)
where
A :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
n
trT (B(j) − zI)−1 − 1ntrT (Bn − zI)−1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
and
B :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj − 1ntrT (B(j) − zI)−1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
.
We first give a bound on A. Using (22) and the resolvent identity we have
trT (Bn − zI)−1 − trT (B(j) − zI)−1 = 1
1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1T (B(j) − zI)−1rj .
Using Lemma 3.8,∣∣∣∣E 1nr∗j (B(j) − zI)−1T (B(j) − zI)−1rj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cn2 tr|B(j) − zI|−2 ≤ Cnη , (102)
which for large n can be made smaller than any constant. Similarly,
1
n2
√∑
k,l
|(T |B(j) − zI|−2)k,l|2 ≤ C
n2
√
tr|B(j) − zI|−4
≤ C
n2
√
1
η2
tr|B(j) − zI|−2
≤ C
(nη)3/2
,
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which is also smaller than any constant for large n. Using the resolvent identity, Lemma B.2
of [8] and a union bound, for any constant ǫ > 0,
P
(
max
1≤j≤N
∣∣∣∣ 1ntrT (Bn − zI)−1 − 1ntrT (B(j) − zI)−1
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ǫ
)
(103)
≤ P
(
max
1≤j≤N
∣∣∣∣ 1ntrT (Bn − zI)−1rjr∗j (B(j) − zI)−1 − E 1nr∗j (B(j) − zI)−1T (B(j) − zI)−1rj
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ǫ2
)
≤ n−c log logn.
Now we look at B. By Lemma 3.8, ‖T (B(j)− zI)−1‖HS ≤ C
√
n
η
. In this case, again for any
constant ǫ > 0 and for n large enough,
(log n)C
n
‖T (B(j) − zI)−1‖HS ≤ C (log n)
C
√
nη
≤ ǫ.
Therefore, by Lemma B.2 of [8]
P
(
max
1≤j≤n
|r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj −
1
n
trT (B(j) − zI)−1| > ǫ
)
≤ n−c log logn. (104)
If |1 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj | > c, then by setting ǫ = c2 in (103) and (104), with probability at
least 1− n−c log logn, we have |z|−1(1− |A| − |B|) ≥ (2µ+)−1, so that, by (101),∣∣∣∣ 11 + 1
n
trT (Bn − zI)−1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2µ+|mn(z)|.
By (103) and (104), with probability at least 1− n−c log logn,
max
1≤j≤N
∣∣∣∣ 11 + r∗j (B(j) − zI)−1rj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4µ+|mn(z)|.
Proof of Theorem 3.3 Recall that X(1) denotes the n × (N − 1) matrix obtained by
removing the first column of X . Consider the component v1 of v. Following the proof of
Theorem 1.2 in [3],
|v1|2 = (1 + x∗1T−
1
2X(1)(µ−X∗(1)T−1X(1))−2X∗(1)T−
1
2x1)
−1. (105)
Let T−
1
2X(1) have the singular value decomposition
T−
1
2X(1) =
n−1∑
k=1
√
µ
(1)
k ukw
∗
k.
When T1 and X occur, min(µ(1)1 , . . . , µ(1)n−1) ≥ 12a−(1− 1√b)2. As in [3], we now partition E
(µ)
κ
into subintervals of length η. If µ is in the interval Ia = [a− η2 , a+ η2 ], then
(105) =
(
1 +
n−1∑
k=1
µ
(1)
k |u∗kx1|2
(µ− λk)2
)−1
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≤
( ∑
k:λk∈Ia
µ
(1)
i |u∗kx1|2
(µ− λk)2
)−1
≤
(
1
2
a−
(
1− 1√
b
)2)−1(
1
η2
∑
k:λk∈Ia
|u∗kx1|2
)−1
so that, setting ξk = |√nx∗1u1|,
P(|v1| > t) ≤ P
( ∑
k:λk∈Ia
ξk ≤
(
1
2
a−(1− b− 12 )2
)
η2n
t2
)
. (106)
The eigenvalues of T−
1
2X(1)X
∗
(1)T
− 1
2 and T−
1
2XX∗T−
1
2 interlace (see page 82 of [2]), so that
the number of eigenvalues of each matrix in an interval differs at most by two. We use
Lemma 3.6 and an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7 to obtain the optimal t,
t = η
1
2 , and a bound for (106). We partition E (µ)κ into at most n subintervals of the form Ia
and take the union bound for the terms of the form (106) corresponding to the subintervals
and the bn indices.
4 General MANOVA Matrices
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2, which follows easily from Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 We recall the observations that
(XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 Y Y ∗ (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−
1
2 (107)
and
(Y Y ∗)
1
2 (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−1(Y Y ∗)
1
2 (108)
have the same eigenvalues and
(Y Y ∗)
1
2 (XX∗ + Y Y ∗)−1(Y Y ∗)
1
2 = (I + (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)
1
2 )−1.
Note that by factoring Y Y ∗ as two factors of (Y Y ∗)
1
2 rather than Y and Y ∗, we avoid chang-
ing the number of zero eigenvalues. If (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 has eigenvalues µ1, µ2, . . . µn,
then (108), and hence (107), has eigenvalues λk = (1 + µk)
−1, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, i.e. the corre-
spondence λ = (1+µ)−1 maps one set of eigenvalues into the other one. Since the eigenvalues
of (Y Y ∗)−
1
2XX∗(Y Y ∗)−
1
2 are positive, this correspondence is regular. The correspondence
also maps the interval [µ−, µ+] to [λ−, λ+] and the regions E (µ)κ,η to E (λ)κ,η and E (µ)κ to E (λ)κ . The
same transformation gives the correspondence between fp and fM :
fp(µ) =
1
(1 + µ)2
fM
( 1
1 + µ
)
.
An easy calculation shows the relation between the Stieltjes transforms. Setting z′ = z−1−1,
after a change of variables, we have
mp(z
′) =
∫
1
µ− z′ fp(µ)dµ = −
∫
λz
λ− z fM(λ)dλ = −z − z
2mM(z).
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Similarly
mn,p(z
′) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
1
µk − z′ = −
z
n
∑
k
λk
λk − z = −z − z
2mn,M(z).
so
mn,M(z)−mM (z) = −z−2(mn,p(z′)−mp(z′)). (109)
(Strictly speaking, we defined Stieltjes transforms m(z) for z ∈ C+, but the formula (6)
clearly defines it for all z ∈ C\R and we have m(z) = m(z¯).) Since the sets E (µ)κ and E (λ)κ are
separated away from zero, we always have a positive lower bound on z and z′. Notice that
ℑz′ = −|z|−2ℑz, therefore ℑz′ and ℑz are comparable. Thus part i) of Theorem 2.2 follows
from (109) and part i) of Theorem 3.2. One can similarly conclude part ii) of Theorem 2.2
from part ii) of Theorem 3.2. This proves Theorem 2.2.
A Computing mM
We refer to [10] for the calculation of mM(z). There the Stieltjes transform of
f(x) =
a
a + b
δ(x) +
√
(x− λ−)(λ+ − x)
2πx(1− x) I[λ−,λ+] +
(
1− b− 1
b
)
δ(x− 1)
is obtained, which we will denote mf(z) here. The result is
mf (z) =
z − a+1
a+b
+
√
z2 − (2a+1
a+b
− a+1
(a+b)2
)z + (a−1
a+b
)2
2z(1− z) . (110)
This is seen by setting p = a
a+b
and q = 1
a+b
in the notation of [10] (note, though, that the
point mass at zero in f(x) has been removed in [10]). We then have that
mM(z) = (a+ b)
(
mf(z) +
a
a+ b
1
z
− b− 1
a + b
1
1− z
)
.
Inserting (110) into this formula, we obtain (7).
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